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After that, Toblas shoved the photos over to Gregory “Try to find one from here.
Maybe there is someone you really like.”

Gregory also got angry as he pushed the photos back to him again. “I don’t want
to look.”

While frowning, Nicholas grabbed his hand and looked at Toblas, “Grandpa, why
are you in such a hurry all of a sudden? I need a reason.”

“Why do you need a reason to find a wife? It’s all because you don’t like the
person that your mom chose for you before. In that case, I’ll personally find one
for you.” With that, Tobias withdrew his smile and knocked on the photos three
times. While staring at Nicholas sternly, he ordered, “I’ll give you three days to
choose.”

Then, he waved his hand and walked out of Nicholas’ office in a calm manner.

In the end, only the father and son were left in the office. Gregory looked at his
father worriedly and asked, “Daddy, are you really going to find a new mommy
for me? I don’t want one, though. I’m happy with just the two of us.”

Naturally, Nicholas knew who Gregory had in mind. If that person is actually
Tessa, I don’t think I would mind it. However… this is just my imagination since it
is almost impossible.

He touched Gregory’s tiny head. “If you don’t want a mommy, then we won’t get
one either.”

Instantly, Gregory was delighted. “Thank you, Daddy. I love you the most.” ”

After nodding his head, Nicholas went back behind his office desk and continued
with his work while Gregory happily played with his Lego.

A while later, Kieran heard that Tobias personally came to the company, so he
found some time to rush over to Nicholas’ office. “Nicholas, what did Grandpa
come here for?”

After that, he noticed the stack of photos on the edge of the couch. The moment
he saw that they were photos of unmarried women from each elite family, he
instantly got the whole picture.

Did Grandpa come here to urge Nicholas to get married? Seeing there are so
many photos, I can see that he is really pushing for him to get married. Suddenly,
Kieran felt a little sorry for his brother. But… this should be something for our



parents to worry about. Grandpa has always turned a blind eye on this matter, so
why did he suddenly come here with so many photos?

Feeling confused, Kieran asked, “Nicholas, why is Grandpa doing this?”

“He came so suddenly that I’m also confused. If you are interested, you can look
into what’s going on.” Nicholas shook his head.

Understanding the intentions in his brother’s words, Kieran nodded his head
without hesitation. “Leave this to me, Nicholas.”

Even though Kieran was eager to know what Tobias was planning, the former
also wanted to see what would happen to his brother.

Seeing the stack of photos, he could feel his body shivering. Looks like the old
man has put in a lot of effort to force Nicholas to get married. If he actually
succeeds… I don’t even want to think about it! There is no quarantee that he
won’t put this much effort on me after he is done with Nicholas. I dont think til be
able to handle such ferocity!

Therefore, Kieran sincerely hoped that his brother could resist the temptation
that Tobias was about to bring to him.

When the thought of a possible future blind date planned for him came up in his
mind, Kieran began to feel goosebumps all over his body. The thought of it is
enough to make me tremble, so I can’t imagine how I’ll react when I actually have
to go through it. It’s better not to think about it since I still want more happy
memories. That’s why I must look into this for the sake of Nicholas, and of course,
for myself.

Meanwhile, after leaving Nicholas’ office, Tobias went straight downstairs
without looking around the company

He was confident with his grandson’s management of the company, and the only
thing worrying him was the marriage, so he felt that he must resolve that matter
for Nicholas.

Seeing a concerned Tobias walking out of the building, Andrew quickly went up
and opened the car door for him.

After a while of driving, he turned his head around and asked, “Sir, what did
Master Nicholas say about the matter? Did he choose someone?”

Tobias sneered at that. “I gave him the photos and asked him to choose, but he
didn’t even bat an eyelid. Even Greg was against the idea. We can give up asking
him to choose someone. In that case, I’ll help arrange everything for him myself.”

“But, you know Master Nicholas’ temper very well. He won’t allow anyone to
arrange anything for him.” Andrew lifted his head and commented.



“Of course I know that, but in the end, if he doesn’t want to compromise, I will
think of a way to make him do so. To prevent that thing from ever happening, he
must get married as soon as possible!” Tobias growled.
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